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does the number of distinct sizes of equivalence classes in R equal to the cardi-nality of U? It was shown to be inexperessible in FO(C) in [5], and we can showthat it is de�nable in FO(C)+ <. 2However, this does not shed any light on what kind of examples might exist(if there are any) in (FO(C)+ <) � (FO(C) + Ok), k > 1, as the separatingexample of Proposition 7 is de�nable in FO(C) +Ok. Thus, we haveProposition8. FO(C) $ FO(C) +Ok. 2To �nd a separation from FO(C)+ <, we can only use a small class ofpreorders which, in a sense, do not have equivalence classes comparable to thesize of the universe; this result will be stated in the full version. While thisgives us some partial results about expressivity of FO(C) with (pre)orders, itis still not clear how to prove bounds for FO(C)+ < and ultimately for TC0.We conclude by presenting a query whose inexpressibility in FO(C) (note theabsence of order!) would imply bounds on TC0.Proposition9. a) If there is no FO(C) query that de�nes transitive closure onbushy trees, then TC0 $ NLOG.b) If there is no FO(C) query that de�nes deterministic transitive closure oninverses of bushy trees, then TC0 $ DLOG. 2While we do not know whether queries of Proposition 9 are de�nable inFO(C), we can give two partial results for canonical bushy trees.Proposition10. Transitive closure of canonical bushy trees is de�nable inFO(Qu), but not in FO. 27 Open problemsIt still remains an open problem to prove expressivity bounds in the presenceof an order relation. We believe that a descriptive complexity approach holds apromise, partly because it does not appear to �t the general scheme of naturalproofs of Razborov and Rudich [20]. It is partly the case because we do not knowhow to translate expressivity bounds with various kinds of auxiliary relationsinto lower bounds for circuits (if indeed such a translation is possible). Anotherattempt to interpret such expressivity bounds in terms of circuit complexity isto �nd di�erent notions of uniformity that will perhaps correspond to di�erentauxiliary relations. We have not explored this yet.An approach to proving lower bounds for TC0 circuits, based on arithmeticcircuits, was recently proposed in [1]. It may avoid the problems presented in[20]. In [1], the strongest results are obtained in the P-uniform and nonuniformsetting, and the weakest for DLOGTIME-uniformity. Our results only apply to afragment of DLOGTIME-uniform TC0, so they appear to be of di�erent naturethan those in [1].



5 Limitations of the techniqueTo summarize what has been achieved so far, we know that FO(C) + O1 =TC0, and the above results show that for any k > 1, DLOG 6� FO(C) + Ok.Furthermore, DLOG 6� FO(C) + Pg for any nondecreasing function g that isnot bounded by a constant. Thus, one may ask if the techniques can be pushedfurther to prove expressivity bounds for FO(C)+ <.The lemma below shows that removing the assumption that g is not boundedby a constant is essentially equivalent to having a linear order:Lemma5. Let g(n) be bounded by some constant M for all n 2 N. Assumethat (deterministic) transitive closure is not in FO(C) + Pg. Then it is not inFO(C)+ < either. 2Thus, a possible avenue for attacking the problem of expressivity with linearorder seems to be the following: try to �nd a class of structures C so that bothDefL[PM ; C] and SepL[q; C] would hold, where q is tc, or dtc, or any other querywe want to show to be outside of FO(C)+ <. Here we use PM to denote Pgwhere g(n) < M for all n.If we were able to �nd such a class C, it would show that q 62 FO(C)+ <.Unfortunately, as the following theorem shows, no such class exists!Theorem6. Let M be a constant, and let q be a query invariant under iso-morphism. Let L be FO(C) or FO(Qu). Then there does not exist a class ofstructures C such that both DefL[PM ; C] and SepL[q; C] hold.Proof sketch: Let M = 1; then PM is a linear order. Assume DefL[PM ; C]and SepL[q; C] hold. Then there is a formula '(x; y) that de�nes a linear order<A on each A with jA j> n. Let r = lr(') and d = 3r + 1. Using SepL[q; C],we can �nd big enough A such that <A is an order and there exist a; b 2 Awith a 6= b and a �Ad b. By [7, 16], there exists a permutation � on A such that(a; x) �r (b; �(x)) for all x 2 A. Thus, a <A x i� b <A �(x) for all x, which isimpossible for a 6= b, since A is �nite. For M > 1, SepL[q; C] is used to showthe existence of a structure with more than M pairs ai �d bi, which implies theexistence of a �d b with a <A b and b 6<A a. Then the above proof applies. 26 On the relative expressive power of auxiliary relationsWe give here a few comments about the murky area of expressivity with(pre)orders vs. expressivity without (pre)orders. As was mentioned before, itis known that FO $ FO+ <. Note that by FO+ < we mean the class of order-independent queries in FO+ <, so this is not a trivial observation. A similar resultfor FO(C) is implicit in [5]; it also follows from an example due to M. Otto [18].Proposition7 (Benedikt-Keisler). FO(C) $ FO(C)+ <.Proof sketch: Consider structures A = hA;R;U i where R is binary and U isunary. The separating query q is the following: If R is an equivalence relation,



us 56 nodes at level 4, which will have 12(=11+1), 13, ..., 67(=11+56) children,resp. We continue until we fully �lled all k levels. See the picture in Figure 2.We use Bk to denote the canonical k-bushy tree.�� @@��� AAA@@@���� �������� k levels��� AAA ... ... ............Fig. 2. Canonical k-bushy treeProof sketch of Proposition 4: We start by de�ning a family of graphs G0d;k,d; k 2 N+, d > k + 1. Let sk be the total number of nodes in the canonicalk-bushy tree. The root of G0d;k has sk+1 children. Two of them are roots of twocopies of a canonical k-bushy tree, denoted here by B1k and B2k . To other sk � 1nodes at the second level, we give sk + 2; sk + 3; : : : ; sk + (sk � 1) = 2sk � 1children respectively. Now, to those nodes at the second level that do not belongto the two canonical k-bushy trees, we give 2sk; 2sk + 1; : : : children, as before,increasing the number by one. We continue this process until we fully �ll thek + 1st level. After that, we look at the node at the level k with most children,sayM of them, and start giving nodes at the k+1st levelM+1;M+2;M+3; : : :children. We stop the process when we completely �ll the dth level.This is the graph G0d;k. Note that every two non-leaf nodes x 6= y havedi�erent outdegrees, unless one of them is in B1k and the other is in B2k. Wede�ne Gd;k by adding graph edges that form a linear ordering on the leaves.When we speak of \leaf nodes" of Gd;k, we actually mean the leaf nodes of G0d;k.Let B�1 and B�2 be the sets of non-leaf nodes in B1k and B2k . Then, for anytwo distinct nodes x; y 62 B�1 [ B�2 , it is the case that (in-deg(x); out-deg(x)) 6=(in-deg(y); out-deg (y)). Next, de�ne two binary relations on the set of nodes:x �0 y i� in-deg(x) < in-deg(y) or in-deg(x) = in-deg(y) and out-deg(x) <out-deg(y). Let B� be B�1 [ B�2 . Then we let x � y i� either x 62 B�; y 2 B�,or x; y 2 B� and x �0 y, or x; y 62 B� and x �0 y. This binary relation � isde�nable in FO(C) and FO(Qu).For a given k, let dk be the smallest number d > k + 1 such that 2sk < g(n)for all n � Nd;k, where Nd;k is the total number of nodes in Gd;k. Since forevery �xed k, Nd;k grows with d, and g is nondecreasing, dk is well-de�ned anddepends only on k. Let Cg = fGd;k j d; k 2 N+; d > dkg. The rest of the proof isto verify that both DefL[�gr ][Pg; Cg] and SepL[�gr ][tc; Cg] hold. To complete theproof for deterministic transitive closure, we just reverse all the edges of Gd;k,to make all the paths not involving leaves deterministic. 2



According to [14], FO + dtc+ < captures DLOG and FO + tc+ < capturesNLOG.We next de�ne the class of relations that we view as \almost linear orders."Let g : N ! R be a nondecreasing function. Then Pg is the class of binaryrelations (A;R) such that there is a partition A = B [ C with the followingproperties: (1) j B j� n � g(n); (2) R restricted to B is a linear order; (3) Rrestricted to C is a relation from O2, that is, a preorder where every equivalenceclass has at most two elements; and (4) For any b 2 B and c 2 C, (b; c) 2 R.See Figure 1 for a preorder from Pg. Actually, we show the associated suc-cessor relation in the Figure. A relation from Pg is really the transitive closureof the one shown in Figure 1. Intuitively, if g is very small, then this is the leastpossible \damage" that can be done to a linear ordering. In the result below, gcan indeed be taken to be very small, for example, it could be log log : : : logn.- - - - ?6- ?6 -- ?6� � � : : :| {z }| {z }��� �� �� n� g(n) elements � g(n) elementsFig. 1. A relation from PgTheorem2. Let g : N! R be a nondecreasing function that is not bounded bya constant. Then (deterministic) transitive closure is not de�nable in FO(C) orFO(Qu) in the presence of relations from Pg. 2Corollary3. (Deterministic) transitive closure is not de�nable in FO(C) orFO(Qu) in the presence of relations from Ok for any k > 1. In particular,DLOG 6� FO(C) +Ok. 2This can be compared with the results of [6] where it was shown that �rst-order with �xpoint and counting fails to express some polynomial-time problemseven in the presence of relations from O4 (of course �rst-order with �xpointcaptures polynomial time in the presence of an order relation, cf. [9]).To prove Theorem 2, we need the following:Proposition4. Let q be (deterministic) transitive closure, and L be FO(C)or FO(Qu). Assume that g : N ! R is a nondecreasing function that is notbounded by a constant. Then there exists a class C of graphs such that bothDefL[�gr ](Pg; C) and SepL[�gr ](q; C) hold.Bushy trees In what follows, trees are directed graphs with edges oriented fromthe root to the leaves. A tree is called bushy if, for any two non-leaf nodes x 6= y,out-deg(x) 6= out-deg(y). A k-bushy tree is a bushy tree in which every path fromthe root to a leaf has the same length k. A canonical k-bushy tree is obtained asfollows. We start with the root of outdegree 2. Its �rst child has 3 children, thesecond child has 4 children. This completes level 2, and we now have 7 elementsat level 3. They will have 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11 children, respectively. This gives



Proving expressivity bounds in local logics Let q be a query that takesstructures from STRUCT[�] as inputs and returns m-ary relations (e.g, transitiveclosure takes graphs from STRUCT[�gr] as inputs and returns graphs). Let Rbe a class of relations, and L a logic. Suppose we want to prove that q 62 L+R.For that purpose, we introduce two conditions.DefL[�][R; C] Assume C � STRUCT[�]. Then there exists a number n and anL formula ' in the vocabulary � such that '[A] 2 R for every A 2 C withjA j> n.SepL[�][q; C] For any two numbers r; n > 0, there exists A 2 C with jA j> nand two m-ary vectors ~a, ~b of elements of A such that ~a �Ar ~b, ~a 2 q(A) and~b 62 q(A).That is,DefL[�] [R; C] says that relations fromR are de�nable by �-formulaeof L on large enough structures from C, and SepL[�][q; C] says that q separatessimilarly looking (in a local neighborhood) tuples on arbitrarily large structuresfrom C.Theorem1. Assume that L is FO, or FO(C), or FO(Qu). Suppose for agiven query q on �-structures, one can �nd C � STRUCT[�] such that bothDefL[�][R; C] and SepL[�][q; C] hold. Then q 62 L+R.Proof: Assume that q is de�nable in L+R by a formula  in the vocabularythat includes � and a symbol R for the relation from R. Let  0 be obtainedfrom  by replacing each occurrence of R(� � �) by '(� � �), where ' is given byDefL[�][R; C]. Then, for every A 2 C with jA j> n, we have  0[A] = q(A). Notethat  0 is a L-formula in the vocabulary �. By Fact 4,  0 is local. Let r = lr( 0).By SepL[�][q; C], we �nd a structure A 2 C such that, for two m-vectors, ~a and~b, one has ~a �r ~b, ~a 2 q(A) and ~b 62 q(A). Then A j= :( 0(~a) $  0(~b)), whichcontradicts locality. 2Note that this theorem can be straightforwardly extended to the case ofseveral built-in relations of possibly di�erent arities, by considering ~R instead ofR, where ~R is a tuple of classes of auxiliary relations. Then DefL[�] [ ~R; C] saysthat relations from each component of ~R can be de�ned by a �-formula of L onsu�ciently large structures from C.Theorem 1 can also be extended to any local logic that is closed under �rst-order operations and allows a notion of substitution in a way that was used inthe proof. All naturally occurring extensions of FO that are known to be localhave these properties.Lower bounds for (deterministic) transitive closure: FO(C) and FO(Qu)with \thin" preorders Deterministic transitive closure of a graph is obtainedby closing its deterministic paths, that is, if G = hV;Ei is a directed graph, thendtc(G) = hV;E0i where (a; b) 2 E0 i� either (a; b) 2 E or there exists a path(a; a1); (a1; a2); : : : ; (an�1; an); (an; b) 2 E such that a and each ai, i = 1; : : : ; nhave outdegree 1. We shall use tc to denote the transitive closure of a graph.



We shall use Ok for the class of preorders in which no equivalence class hasmore than k elements; these can be viewed as being very close to linear ordersfor small k. We also call them preorders of width k. In particular, O1 is the classof linear orders. We also write L+ < instead of L + O1 for the class of queriesde�nable in L in the presence of built-in order relation.3 Local queries over �nite modelsA number of notions of locality have been introduced in �nite-model theory inorder to prove inexpressibility results, cf. [9, 12, 11, 7, 16]. Here we describe oneof these notions, which will serve as a main technical tool.Given a structure A, its Gaifman graph [9, 12] G(A) is de�ned as hA;Eiwhere (a; b) is in E i� there is a tuple ~t 2 RAi for some i such that both a and bare in ~t. For example, if A is a graph itself, then G(A) is its reexive-symmetricclosure. The distance d(a; b) is de�ned as the length of the shortest path froma to b in G(A); we assume d(a; a) = 0. Given a 2 A, its r-sphere SAr (a) isfb 2 A j d(a; b) � rg. For a tuple ~t, de�ne SAr (~t) as Sa2~t SAr (a).For ~t = (t1; : : : ; tn), its r-neighborhood NAr (~t) is de�ned as a �n structurehSAr (~t); RA1 \ SAr (~t)p1 ; : : : ; RAk \ SAr (~t)pk ; t1; : : : ; tniThat is, the carrier of NAr (~t) is SAr (~t), the interpretation of the �-relations isobtained by restricting them from A to the carrier, and the n extra constantsare the elements of ~t. If A is understood, we write Sr(~t) and Nr(~t).We use the notation~a �Ar ~b, or ~a �r ~b ifA is understood, ifNAr (~a) and NAr (~b)are isomorphic. Note that an isomorphism between these maps ith componentof ~a onto ith component of ~b.A formula  (x1; : : : ; xm) in a logic L is called local [7, 16] if there exists r > 0such that, for every A 2 STRUCT[�] and for every two m-ary vectors ~a, ~b ofelements of A, Nr(~a) �= Nr(~b) implies A j=  (~a) i� A j=  (~b). The minimumr for which this holds is called the locality rank of  , and is denoted by lr( ).Based on results of [13, 17], the following was shown in [16]:Fact 4 Every FO(C) formula without free second-sort variables is local, andevery FO(Qu) formula is local. 24 Expressivity bounds for FO(C) and FO(Qu) in thepresence of relations of large degreeWe start by giving a general technique for proving expressivity bounds for locallogics. Then we apply it to FO(C) to prove our main result that DLOG-completeproblems (in particular, deterministic transitive closure) cannot be expressed init in the presence of relations that are very close to linear orderings. In particular,it will follow that DLOG 6� FO(C) +Ok for any k > 1.



omit the superscript. The class of �nite �-structures is denoted by STRUCT[�].Isomorphism is denoted by �=. The carrier of A is always denoted by A.We deal with three logics: FO;FO(C) and FO(Qu), the last one being�rst-order logic with unary quanti�ers. First-order formulae are built-up fromatomic formulae by using Boolean connectives and quanti�ers 9 and 8. First-order logic with counting, FO(C), is de�ned as a two sorted logic, with sec-ond sort being the sort of natural numbers. That is, a structure A is of theform A = hf1; : : : ; ng; fv1; : : : ; vng; <;BIT; 1;max; RA1 ; : : : ; RAl i. Here the rela-tions RAi are de�ned on the domain fv1; : : : ; vng, while on the numerical domainf1; : : : ; ng one has 1;max; < and the BIT predicate available (BIT(i; j) i� theith bit in the binary representation of j is one). It also has counting quanti�ers9ix:'(x), meaning that ' has at least i satis�ers; here i refers to the numericaldomain and x to the domain fv1; : : : ; vng. These quanti�ers bind x but not i.Let �unaryk be a signature of k unary symbols, and let K be a class of�unaryk -structures which is closed under isomorphisms. Then K gives rise toa generalized quanti�er QK, and FO(QK) extends the set of formulae of FOwith the following additional rule: if  1(x1; ~y1); : : : ;  k(xk; ~yk) are formulae,then QKx1 : : :xk:( 1(x1; ~y1); : : : ;  k(xk; ~yk)) is a formula. Here QK binds xiin the ith formula, for each i = 1; : : : ; k. The semantics is de�ned as follows:A j= QKx1 : : : xk:( 1(x1;~a1); : : : ;  k(xk;~ak)) i� (A; 1[A;~a1]; : : : ;  k[A;~ak]) 2K, where  i[A;~ai] = fa 2 A j A j=  i(a;~ai)g. In this de�nition, ~ai is a tupleof parameters that gives the interpretation for those free variables of  i(xi; ~yi)which are not equal to xi. Examples of unary quanti�ers include the usual 9 and8, as well as Rescher (bigger cardinality) and H�artig (equicardinality) quanti�ers.We use the notation FO(Qu) for FO extended with all unary quanti�ers.Every FO(C) sentence can be expressed in FO(Qu), while there exist prop-erties de�nable in FO(Qu) but not in FO(C).While the results in this paper refer to these three logics, they can also beextended to abstract logics in the sense of [8], which are regular (e.g., closedunder �rst-order operations and substitutions).With each formula  (x1; : : : ; xm) in the logical language whose symbols arein �, we associate a query (semantic mapping) that maps a �-structure A intoa m-ary relation  [A] = hA; f(a1; : : : ; am) 2 Amj A j=  (a1; : : : ; am)gi.Given a relational signature � and a class R of �0-structures, where �0 isanother relational signature, disjoint from �, we say that a query q, producingan m-ary relation, is de�nable on �-structures in the presence of R-structures ifthere exists a � [ �0-formula '(~x) such that, for any �-structure A with carrierA and for any structure A0 2 R on A, we have:q(A) = f~a 2 Am j (A;A0) j= '(~a)gwhere (A;A0) is the � [ �0 structure obtained by putting A and A0 together.We most often encounter the situation where R is the class of preorders (withspecial properties), or linear orders. Note that, according to this de�nition, aquery de�nable in the presence of R-structures is independent of a particular Rstructure being used. We use the notation L+R for the class of queries de�nablein L the presence of relations from R.



one has to at least be able to lift the results from constant degrees to those thatdepend on the size of the input.A result in this direction was proved in [16], using a de�nition on moderatedegree from [11]. A class C of graphs (more generally, relational structures) is ofmoderate degree, if degmax C(n), the maximal in- or out-degree of an n-elementgraph from C, is at most logo(1) n. That is, for some function �(n) such thatlimn!1 �(n) = 0, we have degmaxC(n) � log�(n) n.Fact 3 ([16]) Deterministic transitive closure cannot be de�ned by FO(C) in thepresence of auxiliary relations of moderate degree. 2In [11], auxiliary relations of moderate degree were shown to be of no help forexpressing connectivity of graphs in monadic �11 . This was extended to degreesno(1) [22] and to a linear order [21]. So one may wonder if a similar program canbe carried out for FO(C).There is a signi�cant di�erence between Facts 1, 2 and 3, and the desiredseparation for the ordered case: in those Facts, we only deal with auxiliary rela-tions of small degrees { these are either constant, or very small compared to thesize of the input structure. In contrast, a linear order realizes as many degreesas there are elements in the input. Hence, one needs techniques to lift the resultsfor FO(C) from relations of small degrees to relations of large degrees, i.e. thosecomparable with the size of the input.Organization After introducing the notation in Section 2, and the technical ma-chinery based on local properties of logics in Section 3, we describe, in Section 4,a general approach to proving expressivity bounds for local logics in the presenceof auxiliary relations. We then de�ne the class of \almost linear orders" (shownin �gure 1) and use the general technique to show that deterministic transitiveclosure (and thus other DLOG-complete problems) are not expressible in FO(C)in the presence of those relations. In Section 5, we show that, in a precise sense,this is the best partial result that can be obtained using locality techniques. InSection 6, we analyze expressivity of FO(C) in the pure case (without auxil-iary relations) vs. built-in orders or preorders. We also describe problems whoseinexpressibility in FO(C) (note the absence of an order relation!) would implyTC0 $ DLOG(NLOG). Complete proofs can be found in the full version, whichalso contains a more detailed comparison with known results, and shows someapplications in database theory.2 NotationsA relational signature � is a set of relation symbols fR1, ..., Rlg, with an asso-ciated arity function. In what follows, pi(> 0) denotes the arity of Ri. We write�n for � extended with n new constant symbols. We use �gr for the signature ofgraphs (that is, one binary predicate E). A �-structure is A = hA;RA1 ; : : : ; RAl i,where A is a �nite set, and RAi � Api interprets Ri. If A is understood, we will



expressivity bounds is one of the central problems in Finite-Model Theory. Inthis paper we show how tools based on locality of logics can be applied to thecomplexity class TC0 and, more generally, how they allow us to derive newexpressivity bounds in the presence of complex auxiliary relations.The class TC0 is an important complexity class: problems such as integermultiplication and division, and sorting belong to TC0; this class has also beenstudied in connection with neural nets, cf. [19]. Despite serious e�orts and anumber of proved lower bounds (see [2] for a survey), it is still not known ifTC0 $ NP, and the results of [20] suggest that traditional approaches to lowerbounds are unlikely to succeed in proving this separation.A starting point for our study is a result of [4] stating that:FO(C) + < = uniform TC0:Here, as usual, TC0 is the class of problems solvable by polynomial-size, constant-depth threshold circuits, and uniform means DLOGTIME-uniform, see [4] formore details. From now on, whenever we write TC0, we mean the uniform class.By FO(C) we mean the extension of �rst-order logic with counting quanti�ers9i, where 9ix:'(x) means that ' has at least i satis�ers. For example, 9i; j((j +j = i) ^ 9!ix:'(x)) (where 9!i is a shorthand for \exists exactly i") states thatthe number of satis�ers of ' is even | this is known not to be expressible in�rst-order logic alone. By FO(C)+ < we mean FO(C) in the presence of a built-in order relation. Note that if we are interested in FO(C)+ < sentences, then itdoes not matter which linear order is used. However, it is known that the merepresence of an order relation increases expressiveness (cf. [3]).Thus, the problem of separation of uniform TC0 from classes such asDLOG;NLOG, P, etc, is reduced to proving that some problems in these classesare not expressible in FO(C)+ <. However, it appears that the presence of anorder relation is a major obstacle to proving such expressivity bounds. The �rstpartial result was given in [10], using counting games of [15]:Fact 1 There exist a problem complete for DLOG under �rst-order reductionsthat cannot be de�ned by FO(C) in the presence of a successor relation.The result of [10] also shows that dtc, deterministic transitive closure, is notin FO(C) + succ, while FO + dtc + succ captures the class DLOG. This wasextended in [16] as follows.Fact 2 ([16]) Deterministic transitive closure cannot be de�ned by FO(C) in thepresence of auxiliary relations, whose degrees are bounded by a �xed constant k.If we talk about directed graphs, by degrees we mean in- and out-degrees ofnodes. (A more general de�nition can be given for arbitrary relational structures,cf. [7].) In the successor relation, every node has in- and out-degree either 0 or1. In contrast to these two results, in a linear order on an n-element set, all ndi�erent (in- and out-) degrees from 0 to n � 1 are realized. Thus, in order tomove closer to proving expressivity bounds in the presence of an order relation,
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